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What is Tetra Society of North America?

What is netClé?

What does the sign up process look like?



Tetra Society of North America 
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Charitable society dedicated to assisting people with disabilities 

to achieve independence and fulfilled lives

30 chapters across North America

Tetra is powered by skilled volunteers who work one-on-one with 

people to create customized solutions for each individual and 

their needs

Solutions created for clients often satisfy a need that could not 

commercially filled or was cost prohibitive



Why was netClé developed?

In 2019, Tetra received funding to build and bring to market an 

affordable and customizable device that provides computer 

access to users facing mobility challenges 
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netClé (pronounced net-clay)

Meaning: Key to the internet



What is netClé?
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netClé is a user-friendly, customizable device that enables people with a 

range of mobility limitations to independently operate a computer
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netClé Intro Video

https://youtu.be/bjPnUx21jSE

https://youtu.be/bjPnUx21jSE


Choosing Your Peripherals
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https://youtu.be/t_5FEuAHZpU

https://youtu.be/t_5FEuAHZpU


How does netClé work?
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netClé is a programmable hub with a wide range of 

customizable peripherals that serve as alternatives 

to standard inputs like a keyboard and mouse



What can netClé do?
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It can be operated using one or a combination of switches, 

sensors, joysticks – even a gyroscope!

Move the 

mouse cursor

Left & right 

click
Drag & Drop Many more!

netClé can perform a wide range of computer functions:
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netClé For You

We are in currently 

in product testing 
phase

Looking for clients to try out netClé and 

provide feedback

Client will participate in assessment 

appointment, installation appointment 

and feedback calls

Client can keep netClé for free as a 

token of their time

We have given out 100+ netClés already but still seeking more feedback!
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COVID-19 Response

netClé is installed remotely 

to ensure compliance 

with social distancing 

guidelines

Users interested in remote 

installation must have a 

friend, family member or 

caregiver who can provide 

assistance (if needed) to 

unbox and assemble the 

unit when it is delivered

netClé is currently being 

distributed for free 

across Canada to help 

increase internet 

accessibility in this time 

of need 



Tim 

Disability Rights Advocate
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Omar

Graphic Designer

netClé Testimonials

https://youtu.be/dEKRAReNbs4https://youtu.be/iUO1JkdT4R0

https://youtu.be/dEKRAReNbs4
https://youtu.be/iUO1JkdT4R0
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Where Do We Go From Here?

In the form, they can indicate they heard about netClé from “Pathways”.

If you or you know someone who could benefit from netClé, please direct them 

to sign up on our website and we will take it from there!

http://www.netcle.ca/


Contact Us
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LEARN MORE AND SIGN UP

www.netcle.ca

1-236-996-8110

info@netcle.ca

netClé (www.facebook.com/TetraNetCle)

mailto:info@netcle.ca
https://www.facebook.com/TetraNetCle


LEARN MORE
netcle.ca

What is netClé?

For more information visit

www.netcle.ca

netClé is a user-friendly

customizable device that enables

people with a range of mobility

limitations to independently

operate a computer.

Register to receive a FREE netClé today!

Visit www.netcle.ca to sign up

With a wide range of peripherals

such as joysticks, touch sensors

and a gyro, netClé serves as an

alternative to standard inputs like

a keyboard and mouse.

https://www.tetrasociety.org/solutions/netcle.php


Peripherals for every
level of ability
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netClé Hub

Easily plug inputs into the
hub and customize netClé to
your needs!

Replace a keyboard, mouse,
or other computer device
with adapted controls. 

Mini Touch
SensorsTouch Sensors

Tashe Switch Joystick with 
Palm Rest

Joystick Mini Joystick

Gyroscope
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